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Abstract

Place and Placemaking in Roman Civic Feasts

Evan Michael Rap, MA

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor:  Andrew Riggsby

Contemporary theory on human interaction with the built environment focuses on 

the creation of place (“placemaking”).  A place is defined as a given section of the 

environment to which humans have assigned appropriate feelings and behaviors.  Using 

the Roman civic feast as a test case, this paper applies the model of placemaking 

proposed by Amos Rapoport to the built environment of Ancient Rome with the civic 

feast as a test case.  I look to epigraphic, literary, visual, and archaeological evidence for 

the set of appropriate behaviors assigned to places of civic feasting (“Feasting Places”).  

This investigation involves laying out the theoretical framework, the physical 

circumstances of the Feasting Place, behaviors of Romans within it, and evidence for 

Romans distinguishing Feasting Places from other places.  In conclusion, Romans do in 

fact distinguish between places by means of environmental cues, as evidenced by the case 

of the civic feast.
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 Scis enim, quod epulum dedi binos denarios. Faciantur, si tibi videtur, et 
 triclinia.  Facias et totum populum sibi suaviter facientem.

 You know that I gave a feast worth two denarii per person.  Let the triclinia also 
 be represented, if it seems like a good idea to you.  And represent the whole 
 populace making merry.
 -Petronius, Satyricon 71

I. Introduction

 Whenever studies in Roman architectural history veer away from the purely 

practical analysis of the development of certain forms, the discussion has been dominated 

by investigations and interpretations of meaning.  Inevitably, the meaning expounded by 

these studies is dictated by the intentions of the patron and the creator of the structure and 

its decorative program.  Conclusions range from identification of a particularly well laid-

out room in a villa as the “bedroom of the dominus,” to attributing elaborate ritual praxis 

to civic monuments based on their orientation within the broader urban fabric.  Yet many 

spaces in which ancient Romans interacted were such a type that it is impossible to study 

them from a design-centered vantage point in the modern day.  While this is largely due 

to lack of evidence, in some instances it is because the spaces themselves were of a 

temporary nature.   The purpose of this paper is to propose a new means of investigating 

the ways in which Romans interacted with and within their built environment.  This 

approach overcomes the hurdle of meaning by considering both what these spaces looked 

like when they were populated and what people were doing in them.  In order to highlight  

the usefulness of such a procedure, I will apply this method a problematic test case: the 

civic feast.  
1



 A bedrock social institution of ancient Roman society, feasts took place in all sizes 

of urban environment in a variety of political and religious contexts.  They were a 

particularly important part of civic benefaction and reputation-building for the municipal 

elite, a fact confirmed by numerous inscriptions as well as the famous passage from the 

Satyricon shown above.  In it, Trimalchio lays out his desired decorative program to the 

designer of his tomb, one relief of which will feature prominently a civic feast (epulum). 

The assumption is that the designer, the dinner guests, the readers of the Satyricon will all 

immediately understand what such a scene would look like.  Yet modern scholars have 

been left stumped about nearly every aspect of this passage, from the significance of 

binos dinarios to the precise meaning of triclinia.1  The reason for this confusion is that, 

for the most part, very few spaces in the Roman world were large enough to serve the 

entire populace of a given urban zone in a simultaneous celebration.  Any event larger 

than a private single-room dinner party would necessitate the selection of an appropriate 

site capable of serving the large number of attendees, which poses a number of intriguing 

questions for the architectural and cultural historian: How were such spaces conceived of 

by the Romans?  Given that an already-existing built space would have to be co-opted for 

intramural feasts, how were such spaces transformed into convivial spaces?  Furthermore, 

if its primary goal is utilitarian—to effectively serve a large number of people—what is 

the meaning imparted by such an environment, and how is it interpreted?

2
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 The short-lived nature of conviviality and feasts’ regular appearance in the Roman 

social calendar made them mundane experiences in the eyes of an everyday Roman.  

Rather than providing us with an explicit treatise on the ars convivialis, ancient sources 

contain only scattered and often oblique mentions of feasting.  An in-depth analysis of 

literary, visual, and epigraphic material is therefore required in order to find the means by 

which Romans conceived of their spaces as Places, given sections of the environment to 

which humans have assigned appropriate feelings and behaviors.  Over the course of this 

paper I will lay out the theoretical framework first proposed by the urban historian Amos 

Rapoport.  Building on the work of previous studies of sociology and urbanism, he shifts 

the focus of meaning onto behavior rather than design in an effort to understand how 

Space was made into a Place.  As the evidence will show, Romans differentiated between 

Places at various times, and conceived of them in large part in terms of appropriate and 

inappropriate decorations, feelings, and behavior.  This analytic lens allows us to explore 

the phenomenological aspects of Place in Roman society by identifying what Roman 

historical sources take for granted.  It offers a more nuanced understanding from a Roman 

perspective than simply relying on modern-day inferences of what the designer of 

monumental space intended.

 As has been previously pointed out, there is an issue within our body of evidence 

regarding the specific meaning of the terminology Romans used in convivial contexts.2  

Each word traditionally associated with a feast—cena, epulum, vescatio, and crustulum et 

3

2 Most notably in Donahue 1999, 73; 2003, 426ff.; Dunbabin 2003, 83-5; Slater 2000 passim, especially 
around 112.



mulsum appear most often in literary and epigraphic sources—appear to have meanings 

which vary from inscription to inscription and between inscriptions and literary 

attestations.  Logically, any inscription which makes a distinction between a cena and an 

epulum does so with purpose, but it is impossible for us to know with certainty whether 

an inscription using any of these words in isolation means a dinner, a donation of food, or 

even a cash handout in lieu of food.3  

 In African festal inscriptions the provision of gymnasia, a word which does not 

appear in convivial contexts elsewhere in the Roman West and appears to refer either to 

athletic games or oil for the baths, highlights the geographic variation of customary terms 

and practices.4  These terms varied widely across both time and geography, and their 

precise meaning in any given inscription might remain in the dark for the foreseeable 

future.

 Nevertheless, the institution of conviviality in the Roman world is a vibrant one, 

and significant advances have been made in our knowledge of the demographics of 

participants, visual representation, and cost assessment.5  What has yet to be studied in 

the area of  “public” or “civic” dining, however, is an investigation of the phenomenon of 

the feast itself.  Upon close scrutiny there is enough evidence for just such an 

examination.  Based on available sources it is possible to put ourselves in the same 

position as Trimalchio’s dinner guests and understand the assumptions Romans made 

4

3 For instance, CIL 9.5841; Donahue 2003, 426.
4 CIL 8.11998, CIL 8.23107, CIL 8.12006, CIL 8.16530, CIL 8.25808a/b, CIL 8.858, CIL 8.860, CIL 
8.12422, CIL 8.23862, CIL 8.15576, CIL 8.27441, CIL 8.26121, CIL 8.769,  ILAlg 1.2130, AE 1960.214 to 
list a few.  See Fagan 1999 for a thorough study of this phenomenon.
5 Donahue 2004; Dunbabin 2003; Duncan-Jones 1982, 138-144.



about what the depiction of his epulum would have looked like.  Further, we can arrive at 

some general conclusions about where such large-scale dining might occur and how that 

space would be transformed into a Feasting Place—i.e., the process of placemaking.

 Epigraphy provides the bulk of our historical information about civic feasting.  

Donahue has compiled an index of 316 inscriptions from the Roman West which include 

a mention of it in any capacity.6  Unfortunately only a small portion of this total does 

anything more than make mention that an event occurred.  With Donahue’s index as a 

foundation aided by individual research, I have chosen some 24 inscriptions which 

provide enough information to be of use to the present study (see Appendix B).  These 

were chosen because they explicitly mention the fact that the event is happening out in 

public and mark themselves out as being more than a simple handout of food.  

Furthermore, each of these inscriptions in some way describes the physical and social 

circumstance of dining in a public context.  Many of the terms used in such a description 

are problematic, and because this paper relies heavily on their precise meaning, 

philological analysis is necessary.  Numerous inscriptions refer to “public” feasting 

(dining publice), but remarkably few events were truly open to the public.7  Because the 

modern nuances of “public” might unintentionally affect interpretation when working 

with its ancient cognate, we are better served by using a term which covers all 

possibilities presented by the evidence without importing modern biases.  Furthermore, 

attendance was widely variable at these events in the Roman world, from the entire 

5

6 Donahue 2004, “Collection of Inscriptions.”  See also “Concordance of Inscriptions.”
7 Donaue 2003, 429.



citizen body to merely the town magistrates.  As a result, I have decided in this paper to 

refer to them as civic rather than public feasts in order to avoid any misleading 

connotations.8  

 Nevertheless, because of the frequency with which the adverb publice appears in 

the epigraphic record it will be useful to explore what the word may mean in the context 

of the selected inscriptions.  The traditional English translation for publice is “at state 

expense,” and given the prevalence of feasting as a means of civic celebration, such an 

interpretation cannot be ruled out.  For instance at Formiae in the first century, an 

unknown benefactor put up a statue at the dedication of which he or she also gave a gift 

of HS 20 to the decurions while they dined publice in a grove (cuius dedicat(ione) | decur

(ionibus) in luc(o) publice | vescentib(us) sing. HS 20 | dedit).9  Yet the semantic range of 

publice also allows for a broad horizon of connotation— “affecting the people as a body,” 

“in the public interest,” “in a public place,” or simply “in a public context.”10  Each of 

these nuances of meaning in turn also seem to appear in the epigraphic record.

 At Gabii the wealthy businessman and patron A. Plutius Epaphroditus created an 

endowment of HS 10,000 ita ut ex | usuris eiusdem summae quod annis IIII k(al). 

Octobr., die natalis Plutiae Verae | f. suae, decur(iones) et (se)vir(i) Aug(ustales) publice 

in tricliniis suis epulentur.11  It is highly unlikely that a patron of an annual feast would 

consider an endowment erected out of his private funds to fall under the purview of state 

6

8 Cf. Riggsby 2000.
9 CIL 10.6073 = ILS 6284
10 Cf. Oxford Latin Dictionary, 2nd edition  s.v. publice.
11 CIL 14.2793 = ILS 5449.



expense.  In fact the inscription goes on to explain that if the decurions and Augustales 

neglect the duty of holding the annual feast on Plutia Vera’s birthday, the endowment of 

HS 10,000 will immediately transfer ad municipium Tusculanor(um). At least some of the 

time in the context of a civic feast then, the term publice clearly does not denote the use 

of state funds.  Since the adverb immediately precedes an ablative of place with in, it 

seems possible that publice here refers to the location of the feast itself—i.e., “in the 

open” or “in public.”12  As another example, M’. Megonius from Petelia stipulates in his 

will that he leaves a vineyard to the Augustales so that they may use the wine cum 

publice epulas exercebitis.13  The verb exerceo applied to feasting is somewhat unique, 

although does have a precedent in the Republican poet Lucius Accius.  He describes 

where people take part in feasts: per agros urbesque fere omnes | exercent epulis laeti.14  

Of course, the fact that Accius uses the verb in the context of geographic locations of 

feasts does not provide a definitive conclusion of the matter.  Nevertheless, it does lend 

additional evidence suggesting that publice can be taken as a geographical term.

 The inscription celebrating the endowment of one Cocceia Vera of Cures Sabini 

makes this even more clear by eschewing the adverbial form publice when it states that 

III non. Mar. die natali eiu[s decuriones] | in publico decem trichilini[s—] | et sevirales 

duobus trichili[nis epularentur.].15  In other words, the decurions and seviri are supposed 

7

12 The practice of describing a feast as in tricliniis (and what tricliniis suis might mean) will be discussed at 
length in the following section.
13 CIL 10.114 = ILS 6469 ll. 20-25. 
14 L. Accius fr. 3, lines 3-4. In Morel and Büchner, Fragmenta Poetarum Latinorum: Epicorum et 
Lyricorum, 95.
15 CIL 9.4971 = ILS 6560.



to dine upon their couches in publico—openly, before the people of Cures Sabini.  Cicero 

also uses the phrase in publico on a number of occasions to refer to open spaces or the 

city at large (i.e., as opposed to at home or in a private context).16  The interpretation of in 

publico is less ambiguous than the adverb publice, but it also suggests that we ought to 

entertain the idea that publice also indicates location.  

 Another sense of publice which might apply to these civic feasts is the idea of a 

meal given “to the people.”  Common sense and a familiarity with the feasts mentioned in 

Livy and Pliny make this seem to be an appropriate translation of the term, given the 

number of people who are supposed to have dined at some of the more famous events.  

Literary and epigraphic evidence show, however, that whenever a feast is given to the 

people at large, the Romans invariably avoid the use of publice.  Cicero describes this 

very situation in the speech given in defense of Lucius Murena.  Murena’s case involved 

his breaking of the Lex Tullia de Ambitu, a law passed under Cicero’s own consulship 

which prohibited providing the people with games and feasts in order to garner votes in 

an election.17  

 Cicero admits that, according to the laws on campaign bribery, it is clearly illegal 

to give a feast:

 Dixisti senatus consultum me referente esse factum, si mercede obviam candidatis 
 issent, si conducti sectarentur, si gladiatoribus vulgo locus tributim et item 
 prandia si vulgo essent data, contra legem Calpurniam factum videri.18

8

16 For example, at Verr. 2.5 (in publico esse non audet, includit se domi); Tusc. 5.35 (summa in publico 
copia); and Att. 8.9 (epistulam in publico proponere).
17 Cic. Mur. 32
18 Cic. Mur. 67.



Throughout this passage he emphasizes the dative vulgo to indicate “the people at large.”  

As part of his defense, Cicero makes the claim that there is a difference between giving 

feasts to the vulgus and giving a banquet to a large group of people by invitation.  Asking 

friends to meet you and follow you during your campaign (qua in civitate rogati 

infimorum hominum filios prope de nocte ex ultima saepe urbe deductum venire 

soleamus)19, or giving a dinner to friends and clients (Quod enim tempus fuit...ut locus et 

in circo et in foro daretur amicis et tribulibus?) is an honored tradition in Roman political 

life.20  In a similar vein, a number of inscriptions documenting civic feasts catalog the 

various amounts of money provided to attendees, among these being the people (see note 

107 below).  For instance, an inscription from Reate notes the donation of HS 20,000 for 

a dinner at which decurionib(us) et seviris et iuvenib(us) sportulas | et populo epulum et 

oleum | eadem die dedit.21  Likewise at Rudiae the son of M. Tuccius provided HS 80,000 

for an annual feast on his birthday, at which time handouts would be given in the 

following fashion: dividatur decur(ionibus) sing. HS 20 | Augustalibus HS 12 

Mercurialibus HS 10 | item populo viritim HS 8.22  Epigraphic evidence presents a 

number of still other phrases for a feast given to the people: plebei (CIL 11.6360), plebi 

urbanae (CIL 9.3842),  civibus et incolis (CIL 2.2011 = ILER 1748), colonis (CIL 9.5831 

= ILS 6572) and even cives et populos uniersos non solum propriae urbis verum etiam 

vicinarum (CIL. 8.23880).  The variation in how “the people” are referred to suggests that 

9

19 Cic. Mur. 69.
20 Cic. Mur. 72.
21 CIL 9.4691.  In other words, both a dinner and a gift of oil was given on the same day.
22 CIL 9.23 = ILS 6472.



perhaps the Romans who inscribed these notices wished to specify who received the 

benefits of a feast.  Such a focus on precision makes it unlikely that any epigraphic 

reference to a feast given publice would mean “to the people at large.”  Suffice it to say 

that while it is impossible to completely rule out a reading of civic feasts provided 

publice as referring to provision of state funds, upon closer inspection the evidence 

makes alternative interpretations more likely.  In the case of private endowments for a 

feasts given to the town magistrates, publice can only make sense if the adverb means 

something like “out in the open” or “in public view.”23  Such an interpretation falls 

perfectly in line with the variety of locations at which feasts were put on, as will be 

shown below.  

 Romans therefore afforded themselves a relatively wide semantic range among 

the terms they used to describe convivial occasions, and an equally large variety relating 

to location and attendance of the events.  Due to this diversity in the evidence, then, it is 

appropriate to adopt a more all-encompassing vocabulary in this study in an effort to 

include the whole range of meaning.  Furthermore, it is not the purpose of this paper to 

explore the distinction between individual events per se, but only insofar as they relate to 

the broader phenomenon of civic convivial space.  Therefore, I will refer to these events 

generally as feasts, regardless of the specific Latin word used.  Following Donahue and 

Roller, I will call them civic rather than public in an effort to allow for the sometimes 

10

23 As it occurs regularly in legal digests, as at: Papin. dig. 17.1.56.1; Ulp. dig. 11.4.1.8; Pompon. dig. 
1.2.2.35; cf. OLD, 2nd edition s.v., entries 4 and 5.



limited attendance of such events while at the same time making sure that they are placed 

in their proper municipal context.

11



II. Theory

 Investigations into how individuals act within and react to their environment fall 

largely under the domain of Place.24  The use of the terms Space and Place in scholastic 

literature varies—sometimes broadly—between fields, but the definition that best frames 

the issues that this paper seeks to address is that used by historians of architecture and 

urbanism.  A Place a section of Space with an attached set of appropriate behaviors.  As 

Castello describes it:

 ...certain spaces stand out within the greater Space in which people circulate and, 
 by standing out, are perceived differently.  These are generally spaces perceived to 
 contain certain qualities.  Thus it can be said that these spaces are perceived as 
 places by their users.  They possess qualities that allow them to be perceived as a 
 place, defined within the greater space of the city as a whole.  Which means: they 
 allow a place to be distinguished from a space.25

To put it in these terms, then, this paper seeks to investigate the mechanisms by which 

Romans came to distinguish Places from the Space of their built environment 

(“placemaking”).  The fundamental operating level of placemaking lies in the interactions 

between humans and their environment.  Most importantly, this interaction is 

experiential.  That is, humans make use of sensory data to form feelings, thoughts, and 

judgements about the environment in which they are situated.  These feelings and 

judgements are implicit—we are often unaware that we are making them26—and it is the 

job of scholars to render them comprehensible.  Having seen through both personal and 

12

24 Throughout the paper I will capitalize Place when I am using it in a technical sense, although I will try to 
avoid using the word in a generic sense as much as possible.  Similarly, Space/space will be distinguished 
as such.
25 Castello 2010, 2.
26 Tuan 1977, 161.



historical experience that the sense-judgements we make can have a profound effect on 

our actions, studies of Place have often focused on that significance, generally referred to 

as the “meaning” of architecture or the built environment.27  Unlike contemporary 

architectural studies which can make use of surveys and observational studies, however, 

the search for meaning in historical environments allows for no such tools and can run 

astray.  

 Grounded in the semiology of Fernand de Saussure, structuralist thinkers such as 

Roland Barthes and Umberto Eco have created design-centered models of architectural 

meaning. They argue that we need to look for an “architectonic code,” a metaphorical 

dictionary of architectural symbolism which reveals the universal meanings inherent in 

and unique to the built environment of a given society.28  Models such as these can 

provide interesting analysis, especially when studying the architects of modern eras who 

are expressly aware of their own social power.  For historical research, however, they are 

plagued by difficulties.  It has been shown that meaning shifts over time, and those shifts 

sometimes happen quickly and with little heralding the change.29  Furthermore, in an 

attempt to broaden the use of semiotics to cover the ever-increasing breadth of focus 

required to analyze human environments, the notion of the sign can become so all-

encompassing as to render it meaningless.30  In his excoriation of the field of historic 

preservation, Michael Landzelius points out that it is impossible to preserve the unbiased 

13

27 See, for instance: Rapoport 1982; Ankerl 1981; Krampen 1979; Preziosi 1979a/b; Minai 1984.
28 For example, in Eco 1980 the chapters with essays by Barthes and Eco in Leach, 1997.
29 Castello 2010, 17. See also Rossi 1982, 87.
30 Rapoport 1982, 37.



“History” of a place, arguing that any search for meaning must allow for the “possibility 

of different kinds of factors being of causal and decisive importance in different context-

dependent and context-producing situated spatial practices, that is, in reality.”31  If an 

investigation into the meaning of a space focuses only on what the builder or patron 

intended for it to mean, a significant amount of information is lost.  For instance, cursory 

analysis shows that the monumental size and elaborate decorative and figural program of 

the Forum of Trajan reflect the power of Trajan as an emperor as well as the might of the 

Roman empire in the beginning of the first century AD.  It has yet to be proven—and 

may be impossible to prove—that every individual would have reacted to the space in a 

manner appropriately reflective of that meaning.  Individuals from recently-conquered 

lands might feel more strongly about the space than longtime inhabitants of the city of 

Rome.  It must surely have meant something different—whether slightly or significantly 

different is immaterial to this discussion—to someone in in the fourth century than in the 

first.  Certainly by the 9th century AD, the area had completely changed its significance, 

since at that time houses were constructed there.32  The Forum of Trajan was not simply a 

memorial to be viewed and reflected on, but a space in which Romans lived out portions 

of their daily lives.  By focusing solely on the Forum of Trajan’s design, we ignore a 

significant amount of the meaning that Romans derived from it.  In short, we do not get 

an accurate picture of the Place(s) of the Forum of Trajan. 

14

31 Landzelius 2001, 151.
32 Meneghini and Valenzani 2007, 151.



 The search for what a space meant to “the Romans” is an unproductive endeavor 

because meaning per se cannot be determined.  It is relative rather than universal.  Such 

an analysis would forever be left in a qualified state (“It meant X for Y person at Z 

time”).  It is possible to learn more about the social significance of a place if greater 

attention is paid to how it was used.  As Prhansky, Ittelson and Rivlin have convincingly 

argued, no built environment can successfully be understood without an intimate analysis 

of the activity taking place there:

 The individual responds not to a diffusion of proximal and distal light and sound 
 waves,  shapes, and structures, objects and spaces, but to another person, engaged 
 in a specific activity, in a specific place, for a specific purpose.  Physical 
 settings—simple or complex—evoke complex human responses...and it is in this 
 sense as well as in their known physical properties that their relationships to 
 human experience and behavior must be understood.33

Therefore when searching for the impact a space can have on people’s lives, we must take 

into account not only the design of a space but also the manner in which they interact 

both with and within it.  In a sense, then, the designer’s intended meaning takes a back 

seat to use.  It is in his ironically-titled 1988 book Meaning in the Built Environment that 

Amos Rapoport does the most to shift the discussion of human-environment interactions 

away from a meaning-focused (i.e., design-focused) model to a behavior-focused one.  

For Rapoport, the inhabitants of a space perform an “environmental evaluation” based on 

sensory information present in the environment through a process of nonverbal 

communication.34

15

33 Prohansky, Ittelson, and Rivlin 1970, 28.
34 As at Rapoport 1982, 49.



 “The critical point is that the effects are social but the cues on the basis of which 

the social situations are judged are environmental [...].  The subjects read the cues, 

identify the situation and the context, and act accordingly,” he writes.35  Thus the only 

truly meaningful area of phenomenological study is the manner in which environments 

provide cues, both those built into design and those created in the course of practice.  

Cues are the means by which someone inhabiting the space is able to understand what is 

expected of him and how to act accordingly—i.e., how Space is transformed into a Place.  

“Although we perceive the environment as discrete stimuli...the total constellation of 

stimuli determines how we respond to it. ... There is no physical environment that is not 

embedded in and inextricably related to a social system.  We cannot respond to an 

environment independently of our role as social beings,” Ittelson writes.36  To apply the 

model to my case study of placemaking in Roman civic feasts, we must investigate what 

sorts of environmental cues Romans looked for in order to recognize that the forum, say, 

should no longer be treated as a Business Place but as a Feasting Place.  While such cues 

may on some level seem obvious or even arbitrary, they are socially constructed and 

ought to be treated as such.  

 The meaning of a Place, that is, what behavior is appropriate within it, is never 

constructed entirely anew each time an individual interacts with an environment.  Rather, 

habitual action (“the routinization of behavior”) acts as a process of enculturation:

16

35 Rapoport 1982, 56.
36 Ittelson 1974, 12.



 [The routinization of behavior] is part of the enculturation process in which the 
 environment itself plays a role.  It does this through the association of certain 
 environmental cues and elements with certain people and behaviors; this is 
 assimilated into a schema whereby these elements come to stand partly for these 
 people and behaviors.37

Environmental cues are therefore the fundamental aspects of what makes a Place within a 

Space and what differentiates between Places in the same Space.  When environmental 

cues change, the Place changes, and so also the most appropriate behavior for those 

within the space.38  For placemaking to successfully occur in a society, the inhabitants 

must have an expectation that such cues to exist and willingly “read the cues, identify the 

situation and the context, and act accordingly.”39  Reading cues is not as simple as that, 

however.

 Given that the environment communicates not through language but through the 

more immediate medium of sensory input, Rapoport emphasizes that “environmental 

meaning...does not allow for a clearly articulated set of grammatical rules.”40  

Furthermore, while a great number of Places have proper social behaviors attached to 

them, the physical cues tend to be somewhat ambiguous.  As a result, the cues in a Space 

must be highly redundant in order to render them a Place.41  It is here that design retains 

its importance in a behavior-centered model despite the fact that it is no longer the 

primary point of analysis.  Architects can capitalize on a people’s need to be seen as 

behaving correctly in meaningful Places, and therefore maximize the noticeability and 

17

37 Rapoport 1982, 60.
38 Rapoport 1982, 75.
39 Rapoport 1982, 56.
40 Rapoport 1982 51.
41 Rapoport 1982, 51.



comprehensibility of environmental cues.42  From a social perspective, they are also no 

doubt equally bound by the routiniziation of behavior.  They therefore seek to make their 

cues as readable as possible not necessarily because they are aware of the process of 

placemaking, but because it is what “feels right.”  Pierre Bourdieu has described a similar 

phenomenon in his studies of the modern era, arguing that food practices are tied directly 

to lifestyle.  He writes that a cultural attitudes to food consumption are an “incorporated 

principle of classification which governs all forms of incorporation, choosing and 

modifying everything that the body ingests and digests and assimilates, physiologically 

and psychologically.”43

 Environmental cues for behavior exist in three main categories or levels of 

permanence: fixed-feature elements, semifixed-feature elements, and non-fixed feature 

elements.44  Fixed-feature elements are those which comprise the most permanent aspects 

of a built environment: walls, roofs, floors, city streets and plazas.  They represent the 

monumental features of the built environment, and as such have an important bearing on 

action.  As Lefebvre writes, “Space commands bodies, prescribing or proscribing 

gestures, routes, and distances to be covered.”45  That is, fixed-feature elements both 

create and limit the range of possible action within a given space.  For instance, a 

structure with a single stairway creates a single point of access to the upper floor, thereby 

both creating and limiting the possibilities of arrival into another area of the building.  
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These aspects of Space are not truly fixed—walls, floors, and entire structures inevitably 

change over time—but on a smaller time scale they are relatively unchanging and provide 

the foundations within which meaningful Places are made.46

 For Rapoport the designation semifixed describes those elements which act as the 

surface dressing of the fixed-feature elements: arrangement and type of furniture, plants, 

wall hangings, and imagistic representations (e.g., wall art or decoration) to name a few.  

Semifixed-feature elements change regularly, but within the context of a specific Place 

are more or less socially dictated.47  Semifixed elements are the most important for 

identifying and studying the nuanced meaning of Place within a cultural landscape.  

While the fixed-feature elements narrow possible action and reaction on a large scale, the 

semifixed elements create more focused limitations on sensory input.  Furthermore, the 

fact that semifixed-feature elements are largely controlled by the users rather than the 

designers/builders of the space makes for the rapid creation and re-creation into multiple 

Places by changing the its look and feel.  It is these changes in sensory input which do the 

most to affect how we view a space, and therefore how we act in it.  

 Finally, nonfixed-feature elements are the most social elements of a space and 

those which change most often: in other words, the people who inhabit it.  Every aspect 

of populating Space, from arrangement to dress, posture, facial expression, and manner of 

speech, has an influence on Place.48  These elements are also the most difficult to study in 
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ancient cultures because their transitory nature renders them largely archaeologically 

invisible.  Instead we must rely on visual and literary evidence for hints as to the 

significance imbued in a Place by nonfixed elements.  Thankfully Classicists are blessed 

with a large set of precisely these data, a fact which has been put to excellent use in the 

realm of Roman convivial habits by a number of scholars.49

 The fundamental importance of human behavior and interaction in Space is 

clearly reflected in the Roman organization of cultural and religious phenomena into 

recognizable and predictable events in specific Places.  As Diane Favro has pointed out 

regarding the production of city-wide festivals in the ancient world, “Roman spectacles, 

rituals and festivals derived from complex traditions” with which Romans were 

intimately familiar.  “As a result,” she continues, “they assumed the role of what Stanley 

Fish has dubbed ‘the informed reader,’ who draws from a repertoire of potential 

responses, suppressing personal and idiosyncratic reactions.”50  As will be discussed at 

greater length below, the social aspects of a public feast relied heavily on people’s 

expectations regarding not only strict management of social interaction, but also the time 

at which the event occurred.  In fact, it is impossible to fully appreciate the 

transformation that takes place for the Romans in the creation of a Feasting Place without 

an understanding of the intersection of space with time in the built environment.  After 

all, one of the defining characteristics of architecture is its permanence and it is therefore 

almost a certainty that the behavior appropriate to any given Space is bound to change 
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over the course of time.  But even within a very narrow window of time—a month, say—

a Space may be used in a number of different ways (be a number of different Places).  

The shifts may not be very radical, but even the differences in light and temperature at 

different times of year may be enough to change the nuances of a Place.  As Riggsby has 

argued, the Romans make use of time as “essentially an extra spatial dimension; any 

given room in Pliny’s villas is at different times essentially a set of different places rather 

than single place moving through time.”51  

 To summarize, civic feasting presents a unique test case because of the ephemeral 

nature of its Place.  A Place is defined as a specific space which possesses a set of 

appropriate behaviors which are made knowable and predictable by means of 

environmental cues.    As Rapoport himself points out, “meals are, after all, social 

occasions that include appropriate settings, occur at appropriate times, occur in 

appropriate ways, include appropriate foods in the right order, and include or exclude 

certain categories of people and behaviors.”52  A building is rarely if ever constructed in 

the Roman world for the single purpose of feasting on a civic scale, and Romans 

therefore would need to use a given space toward different ends.  I will show that 

Romans also thought about their environment this manner, albeit not always explicitly.  

By looking closely at instances of civic feasting and its appropriate behavior, we will be 

able to determine which cues were necessary for the creation of a Feasting Place.  The 

investigation into fixed-, semifixed-, and nonfixed-feature elements will be treated 
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thematically in order to construct the general structure of an ideal Place for civic feasting, 

starting with the physical circumstance.
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III. The physical circumstance

 Literary evidence for civic feasting does not appear before the Late Republic.  Yet 

even after this point, despite abundant evidence attesting to the existence of an important 

feast or banquet in Roman history, few have anything to say about what such an event 

may have looked like.  Perhaps this is because authors assumed that their readers knew 

what one looked like without having to be told.  The literary sources therefore focus on 

the outstanding aspects of any instance of conviviality they happen to mention.  For 

instance, Livy relates an account of an early public ritual at the first Lectisternium 

celebration of 399 BC.   A set of public couches are put up for the gods and, remarkably, 

all citizens opened their homes to each other to dine upon tables heaped up with food for 

friend and stranger alike.

 Duumviri sacris faciundis lectisternio tunc primum in urbe Romana facto per dies 
 octo Apollinem Latonamque et Dianam, Herculem Mercurium atque Neptunum 
 tribus quam amplissime tum apparari poterat stratis lectis placavere. [...] Tota 
 urbe patentibus ianuis promiscuoque usu rerum omnium in propatulo posito, 
 notos ignotosque passim advenas in hospitium ductos ferunt.53

Already in the early fourth century BC, the couches mark out an important aspect of the 

civic ritual.  Unlike in the inscriptions from imperial Italy, however, in this instance the 

most important places are set out for the gods rather than city magistrates.  This basic 

format of couches made up for particular attendees will continue throughout the life of 

the Roman empire.
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 Since the realm of private conviviality presents a greater amount of evidence—

and therefore somewhat surer conclusions—it is worthwhile to explore before going into 

civic feasting in detail.  By the Late Republic, reclining had become the quintessential 

action of conviviality, and was an inescapable aspect of Roman status performance.54  

This fact is reflected in the physical structure and arrangement of private dining rooms.  

As Dunbabin shows in her survey of triclinia in elite Italian houses, floor mosaics nearly 

universally provide a void of design for the space to be taken up by the movable couches 

in the room in what she calls a T+U design.55  Apart from mosaics a large number of 

dining rooms also have physical supports for pillows, what architectural historians term 

masonry triclinia, as for instance in the garden triclinia of Pompeii or the oversized 

groupings at Ostia in the so-called Casseggiata dei Triclini (I,XII,1).56  In fact the 

presence of the T+U design, either by means of physical couch supports through floor 

decoration, is the primary means by which scholars identify triclinia in domestic contexts 

in the Roman Mediterranean.  It cannot be made more clear: space to recline is the 

foundation of the creation of an eating Place. 

 Another environmental cue of a Feasting Place came in the form of the place 

setting.  While archaeologists grapple with ceramic evidence in such vast quantities that 

all but the best pieces are largely ignored in publication, depictions and descriptions of 

table settings in art and literature are far less common.  One of the most famous and 
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discussed artistic renderings of dining and dinnerware comes from the Tomb of Vestorius 

Priscus at Pompeii.  The scene has alternately been described as a funeral banquet, an 

elite convivium, or some mixture of the two.  The most outstanding characteristic of the 

tomb for the purposes of this investigation, however, comes from a niche painting of a 

table filled with silverware, the equivalent of a closeup shot of the table in the scene with 

the banqueters.  As Dunbabin rightly points out, these pieces of dining apparatus “belong 

rather in the world of the living” rather than a funereal context and, despite the paintings’ 

presence on a tomb, such depictions “move the banquet scene from the realm of private 

luxury to that of public representation.”57  In other words, an image of silver serving 

dishes in isolation is enough to connote convivial activity with an outward rather than 

inward eye.

 In light of my theoretical framework for human-environment interaction, dining 

apparatus comprise an even more important part of what transforms a space into a 

Feasting Place for civic festivals.  Space for hundreds or thousands of people is not likely 

to be easily come by in a city or town, and civic dining would therefore have had to take 

place either outdoors or in a space built for some other purpose, such as a forum or 

basilica.  That environment would have to be literally re-placed, that is, transformed into 

one which provided Romans with sufficient cues so that they knew how best to act and 

react within it.
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 Civic feasts took place in as many locations as there were spaces for people to 

congregate and comprised an equally variable number of participants.58  Decurions, 

Augustales, professional and religious collegia, and the civitas at large all gathered on 

various occasions to break bread together.  Unsurprisingly enough, in the city of Rome 

the Forum was a popular location for these activities.  Livy describes the funeral feast for 

the pontifex maximus P. Licinius Crassus in 183 BC, during which couches were set up 

throughout the whole of the forum (in toto foro strata triclinia essent) as well as tents to 

block out the wind.59  Outside of Rome proper, the citizens in the Roman West hosted 

banquets in a variety of locations.  Two inscriptions mention feasts given in porticoes: in 

the first century AD Iunia Rustica put on a number of banquets at the dedication of a 

portico (with fish pond) adjacent to the recently-restored baths of Cartima, and in the 

third century AD a certain L. Aemilius of Canama in Baetica gave one at the dedication 

of his marble portico.60  A certain C. Aufidius of Pisarurum in the second century AD 

gave a handout of food and money in his recently constructed baths, while T. Fundilius of 

Reate provided an endowment for annual feasts of the Augustales and the people at an 

arch he dedicated in the second century.61  The variety of venues in the surviving 

evidence suggests that nearly any environment in a town or city with sufficient space at 

which someone would hold a dedication could be the site of a feast.
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 Ancient sources also show that, on some occasions, built environments were not 

transformed into Feasting Places, but rather the Feasting Places emerged ex nihilo from 

the countryside.  Outdoor dining was of course not a foreign concept in Roman society, 

as the numerous “garden triclinia” which have been identified at Pompeii and elsewhere 

can attest.62  Likewise frescoed depictions of private convivia are set in the outdoors 

almost as often as they are indoors, as with the juxtaposition of the west and north walls 

in the triclinium of the House of the Chaste Lovers (IX.12.6).  Indeed, already by the late 

second century BC, the outdoor convivium had become an iconographic trope.63  Yet 

unlike the intimate setting of a private dinner party, a civic festival might require 

significantly more room, not only for the diners but for food preparation, serving and 

onlookers.  By situating a Feasting Place outside the city walls Romans could largely 

alleviate the issue of space; all that was necessary was an open space.  This fact leads 

Donahue to argue that outdoor banquets should be considered as common as those taking 

place in urban spaces, despite their scarcity in the epigraphic record.64

 While the scale of civic feasting may create logistical problems, on a 

phenomenological level the process of placemaking is remarkably similar to that of the 

private convivium.  In order for the countryside to be transformed into a Feasting Place in 

a Roman’s mind, sufficient cues to that effect would have to be present.  Just as Livy 
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described the funeral above, this would be best achieved through the decoration with 

tables, couches, eating and service utensils—although the less multi-valent outdoor space 

might well require fewer cues than an urban space might.  These furnishings would help 

define the site which may otherwise be indistinguishable from the rest of the countryside 

surrounding it as a Place in the banqueters’ minds.  They remind attendees of the 

appropriate behavior to which they have already been acclimated through habitual 

experience.  Perhaps even more importantly, these feasts are still described as occurring 

publicly, as in an inscription from Formiae in which an unknown benefactor provided a 

dinner to the decurions: [—] | magisteri I(ovis) o(ptimi) m(aximi) p. d. m. | s(ua) p

(ecunia) p(osuit), cuius dedicat(ione) | decur(ionibus) in luc(o) publice | vescentib(us) 

sing. HS (20) | dedit. L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).65  Similarly at Minturnae, a 

feast was given to villagers (vicanis) beside a lake.66  Public feasts such as these highlight 

the fact that “the very nature of this type of feast was highly ephemeral” since it 

“vanished with the departure of the last guest or the removal of the final table.”67  In other 

words, for many outdoor feasts a very thin veneer of human-constructed environment is 

the only thing distinguishing an appropriate Feasting Place from the natural countryside.

 Just as the depiction of a convivium in nature has its counterpart in the garden 

triclinium of the urban domus, Romans developed an urban analog to civic feasts in the 

countryside.  Numerous historical sources attest to the grandiose display of generosity 
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given to the Roman people by Caesar following his quadruple triumph.  Plutarch 

famously describes the feast on this occasion as consisting of 22,000 triclinia, a number 

scholars have struggled to grapple with.  Donahue declares that it was “most likely 

offered vicatim, that is at several places within the capital simultaneously.”68  On the 

strength of a mention by Valerius Maximus in passing that Caesar had opened his gardens 

to the people following his defeat of Pompey in Spain, D’Arms has argued that the Horti 

Caesaris hosted not only this dinner, but a number of other political functions.69  Private 

gardens could act as sites for political performance and advancement, as appears to be the 

case with the Horti Lucullani, the literary attestations of which show that intramural 

gardens “could combine the functions of house, theater, and temple.”70  It is not 

coincidental that the gardens of two of the most politically-prominent individuals of their 

day—Caesar and Agrippa—became public land after their deaths.

 Perhaps the most fundamental assumption about what a dining space ought to 

contain is the presence of a place to recline.  The traditional scholarly model of the public 

or civic feast takes its cues from the world of the domestic convivium and ascribes the use 

of the three-couch triclinium.  On the surface the use of such vocabulary in epigraphic 

and literary attestations of civic dining reinforces this notion: Plutarch describes Caesar’s 

triumphal banquet as being given 22,0000 τρικλίνοις which, John D’Arms points out, is 

mirrored by inscriptions such as that of Publius Gamala at Ostia.  Following the LSJ 
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analysis of the word τρίκλινον, he argues that Plutarch always means a set of three 

couches with three recliners per couch.71  Yet further investigation will show that what 

the epigraphists and historians mean in such a context becomes somewhat muddier than 

our understanding of the triclinium in the context of the customary nine-person 

convivium.

 In his description of the celebrations of Pompey’s Spanish triumph, Pliny the 

Elder notes that it was in fashion in the Middle and Late republic to show off triclinia 

aerata during the procession, which Pompey later outshone when he displayed three gold 

ones instead.72  While it is perhaps within the realm of historical hyperbole surrounding 

Pompey’s achievements to claim that he presented to the Roman people portable, fully-

formed dining rooms carried through the city, this can hardly have been the customary 

fashion that Pliny implies it was.  Rather, logic dictates that in this context the triclinium 

should be understood as an individual couch rather than the full arrangement traditional 

scholarship has made them out to be.  Indeed even the supposedly canonical nine-person 

convivium was significantly more complicated, with couches ranging in size and shape 

significantly throughout Roman territory.73  The display of dining equipment and 

furnishings also makes sense in light of the celebrations of a triumph: not only is the 

dining couch itself a marker of power and status, it also features prominently in the large 

feast given by the triumphator at the end of his procession.74  Epigraphic evidence from 
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the Italian peninsula supports such an interpretation, for instance with the inscription of 

M’. Megonius from Petelia wherein he claims to have donated two triclinia to the 

Augustales “quo facilius strationibus publicis obire possint.”75  Likewise at Cures Sabini, 

Cocceia Vera gave a dinner on her birthday “ut decuriones in publico decem trichilini[s

—] | et sevirales duobus trichili[nis epularentur].”76  It is of course possible that these 

inscriptions do indeed refer to discrete rooms in which the Augustales and Seviri would 

partake in civic festivals.  Two factors make this a less likely interpretation of tricliniis in 

these contexts, however.  One, Megonius’ donation of triclinia appears as first in a list of 

other furnishings such as lamps and tables.  Two, separating the members of a single 

municipal ordo into discrete dining rooms lessens the emphasis on social classification 

which Romans saw as an essential aspect of civic feasts.77  

 Athenaeus presents two historical parallels from the Seleucid and Ptolemaic 

empires, respectively.  In the first, he describes the gargantuan procession and celebration 

put on by Antiochus IV Epiphanes:

 On one occasion 1000 triclinia (τρίκλινα) were spread with bed-clothes for a 
 feast, while on another there were 1500 and the arrangements were extremely 
 lavish.  The king handled all the details personally; [...] He walked around and sat 
 next to someone here, or lay down beside someone else there; and sometimes he 
 set down a bit of food when he was in the middle of eating it, or a glass of wine, 
 and leapt up, went off somewhere else, and circulated through the party, receiving 
 toasts standing next to various people [...].78
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The situation described suggests that the triclinia were conceived of as comprising a 

single party, and that those attending the event could clearly see Antiochus mingling 

freely from among the various couches.  It strains credibility to imagine that Antiochus 

had a structure with over 1000 contiguous, individual rooms.  Rather, it seems much 

more likely that these couches were set up in an arrangement throughout a large, open 

area.  Immediately following the story of Antiochus comes a very thorough description of 

just such a space arranged by Ptolemy Philadelphos.  The passage is far too long to quote 

in full, but the salient aspects of the arrangement are as follows: an open courtyard was 

centered around 300 couches (κλίνας) arranged in a circle, on the outside of which were 

arrangements of statue groups in reclining poses, as well as an abundance of plants of all 

kinds.  Ptolemy supplied tripods and washbasins as well as cups and mixing bowls for 

each couch.79  In both of these passages, Athenaeus follows the Roman historical sources 

cited above by focusing on the couches when discussing dining space.  It seems 

appropriate, then, to assume that any mention of civic dining in tricliniis implies 

arrangements of couches in a single space rather than in discrete spaces, unless sufficient 

evidence proves otherwise.  

 Understanding the triclinia mentioned in the literary evidence as individual 

couches also makes practical sense from the point of view of civic ritual.  In his study of 

the socio-politics of civic feasting, Donahue agrees with D’Arms and Dunbabin by 

concluding that civic dining in part fulfilled a “need to reinforce social distinctions” as 
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well as provide an outlet for “public display of wealth.”80  That is, one of the most 

important parts of the civic feast is the act of being seen to dine as a group.81  Megonius’ 

gift to the Augustales shown above allows them to do both.  Bossu interprets the quo 

facilius strationibus publicis obire possint as “so that they might more easily attend the 

public meals.”  Such a reading reinforces Megonius’ claim that the wealthy citizens of 

Petelia were hesitant to join the Augustales because of the money required to put on such 

public banquets—a hurdle henceforth reduced by Megonius’ provision of furnishings.82  

This is not the only reasonable interpretation.  Perhaps instead we might take the adverb 

facilius as an indicator of increased comfort and luxury in the dining experience, so that 

Megonius is enticing fellow wealthy Petelians to join the Augustales to attend public 

meals more comfortably, that is, to “dine in style” in front of their fellow citizens at civic 

feasts.  Such a reading is certainly more oblique than Bossu’s, but has parallels in 

literature.  For instance Cicero writes in a letter to Atticus locum habeo nullum ubi 

facilius esse possim, a context in which facilius cannot possibly mean “more easily.”83  

 Still, should Bossu’s reading prove to be the correct one, I do not think that this is 

an important point to the overall argument.  We can still imagine that anyone wealthy 

enough to become a member of the municipal elite was not likely to have been in actual 

difficulty before Megonius’ donation.  The wealthy citizens of a town would likely have 

desired to become members of the Augustales in order to attain not only reputation while 
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alive, but also “the only attractive kind of immortality ordinary people could hope for.”84  

The more important argument that comes out of these passages does not hinge on such a 

minute change in interpretation.  Even on a cursory reading, one thing remains perfectly 

clear: furnishings are of fundamental importance in the creation of an environment for 

civic dining.  Without them, a Space cannot become a Feasting Place.
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IV.  Preparing food

 Civic feasts also require sufficient room to prepare food for a large group of 

people as much as they do to serve it to them.  Unfortunately, the rarity with which 

kitchens are mentioned in the evidence associated with feasting is remarkable in light of 

their necessity for the organization of a successful feast.  A search of the nearly 43,000 

inscriptions in the Epigraphic Database Roma at the time of writing yields only nine 

references to a culina.  Two expressly deal with ownership rights attached to tombs, and 

remarkably only one inscription expressly associates a feast with a kitchen.85  As will be 

seen further below, Romans seem to have held an assumption that a kitchen was such a 

commonplace sight that they felt no need to mention it.  Epigraphic mentions of food 

preparation nevertheless do provide some important clues for our goal of recreating what 

went on at a feast and discovering how a space was transformed into a Feasting Place.

 It appears that a food preparation area was considered closely-linked to the place 

of consumption.  On an inscription from Aesernia, a certain benefactor Pescennius 

donated a portico with a kitchen (culinam) in order to provide a dinner (cena) to celebrate 

his rise to the duovirate.86   Similarly at Rome, an inscription found between the Via 

Flaminia and the Tiber announces that a certain Fedimus Chendies, conditor sacrari 

veneris, erected and donated a portico and a kitchen (porticum et cocinatorium).87  As 

seen above, porticoes were are an attested location for a civic feast in an urban 
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environment.  The fact that two of the few inscriptions related to kitchens in the 

epigraphic record specifically link them to porticoes strengthens that connection.  

Interestingly, however, the direct connection between kitchens and feasting is almost 

entirely absent from the evidence.  Only the Pescennius inscription expressly mentions a 

feast, although the donation of a kitchen would seem to imply the preparation and 

consumption of food.

 Other inscriptions with kitchens do not necessarily have anything to tell us about 

the role of food preparation spaces in civic feasts in particular, but they are worth 

mentioning.   At Ostia, a daughter of the Gamala family put up an inscription detailing 

architectural improvements made to a temple or shrine of Bona Dea.  It proclaims that 

she oversaw the refinishing of the portico, the creation of benches, and the roofing of a 

kitchen.88  Given the amount of food that could be produced by sacrifices at Roman 

temples, a kitchen seems like a natural thing for an interested patron to provide.  This is 

corroborated by a similar inscription in which four freedwomen from Casinum donated a 

kitchen (culinam) to Venus out of their own money.89  Indeed, a Republican inscription 

from Praeneste reveals that construction of a kitchen was a significant enough endeavor 

to be ordered by senatorial decree: 

 M(arcus) Saufeius M(arcus) f(ilius) Rutilus | C(aius) Saufeius C(aius) f(ilius) 
 Flacus, q(uaestores) | culinam f(aciendam) d(e) s(enatus) s(ententia) c(uraverunt) 
 eisdem- | q(ue) locum emerunt de | L(ucio) Tondeio L(uci) f(ilio). Publicum | est 
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 longu(m) p(edes) CXLVIIIs, | latum af muro ad | L(uci) Tondei vorsu(m) p(edes) 
 XVI.90

Suffice it to say that in various contexts kitchens were an opportunity for elite patronage 

and, to at least some Romans, worth proclaiming to passersby via inscription.  It seems 

unlikely, however, that the temple of Venus at Casinum was not cooking the meat from its 

sacrifices before the freedwomen donated a kitchen, or that Pescennius’ feast would have 

gone without food if he had not supplied a permanent space for cooking.  The number of 

inscriptions mentioning civic feasts which do not mention a kitchen suggests that food 

preparation for most events likely took place either off-site or in a temporary setup.  

 As will be shown below, the attendance of civic feasts varied considerably.  Some 

banquets had a small enough attendance that they could very conceivably be served food 

which was cooked off-site.  In such a case, the food preparation area would not likely 

have been conceived of as part of the Feasting Place.  For many civic feasts, however, 

greater attendance necessitated that a much larger amount of food be prepared.  Logic 

dictates that the greater the amount of food required to be prepared, cooked, and served, 

the less likely it is to travel a great distance to its final destination.  Moreover sufficiently 

large feasts, especially those in urban zones, may have had to make use of existing spaces 

for which a permanent culina may not have been an option.  These were precisely the 

instances for which a closely-connected food preparation area would have been more 

necessary.  A closer look at the types of food served might provide a better idea of how 

sophisticated food preparation space needed to be.
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 Surprisingly little evidence makes explicit mention of the type of food served at 

large-scale Roman civic feasts.  For the more exclusive feasts which consisted of only the 

decurions or Augustales, comparison with collegial feasts is enlightening.   The holding 

of banquets among members of collegia was an important aspect of membership.  In fact 

they became so associated with conviviality that many Italian cities were populated by 

associations whose sole purpose was to put on communal meals.91  Indeed, Varro 

complains that collegia meet together for feasting so often that it is driving up market 

prices of foodstuffs.92  When compared with the bountiful evidence for the extravagant 

food put on display at private convivia, however, evidence presents a much different 

picture for collegial banquets.   The bylaws of the collegium of priests of Diana and 

Antinous at Lanuvium order that a member who wishes to be a magister cenarum must 

provide amphorae of good wine, bread, sardines, couches, and hot wine with slaves to 

serve.93  The laws of the ivory and citrus-wood dealers of Rome makes a particular point 

of proclaiming that their dinners featured exotic figs and dates.94  Large-scale civic feasts 

match up with this type of fare, although the evidence makes a much greater focus on the 

meat served. 

 On the far end of the spectrum, Caesar’s feasts were famous for their 

extravagance.  Pliny makes mention of them at least twice in his Natural History, once 
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when describing the feast commemorating his third consulship, at which four wines were 

simultaneously served among the banqueters and again when pointing out that 6000 

lampreys were provided for the quadruple triumph of 46.95  Pliny goes to great lengths to 

argue that Caesar set a standard which had never before been seen and which was rarely 

surpassed afterward, however.96  In order to get a better picture of standard fare at a civic 

feast, we turn to the great anthologizer of conviviality, Athenaeus.  In the middle of 

relating Celtic feasting customs, he breaks in with a description of Roman triumphal 

feasts as described by Posidonius: 

 Whenever they hold a feast in Heracles’ temple in Rome and the man celebrating 
 a triumph at the moment serves as host, the preparations for the dinner are 
 themselves Heraclean; for a great deal of honeyed wine is poured, and the food 
 consists of large loaves of bread, stewed smoked meat, and substantial roasted 
 portions of the animals that have just been sacrificed.97

Wine, bread, and roasted meat, then, are the staples of the large-scale civic feast.  A 

fourth-century inscription from Amiternum corroborates Athenaeus, noting that for a 

banquet to the plebs urbana two bulls and fifteen sheep were cooked.98  If the only sort of 

cooking necessary for a civic feast was large roasting spits for sacrificial meat, this helps 

to explain the lack of references to kitchens.  Of course they were certainly used in some 

occasions, as with the feast put on by Pescennius, but kitchens were not a strictly 

necessary component of the civic feast.  This does not mean that food preparation areas 

were not important, however.  
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 Whether food was cooked in a kitchen or roasted in a makeshift fire pit nearby, 

food preparation areas were an integral part of the environment of a Feasting Place.  In 

his declamation of Publius Vatinius, Cicero gets across the geographically and 

metaphorically close connection between feasts and kitchens: 

 Numquam epulum videras, numquam puer aut adulescens inter cocos fueras? 
 Fausti, adulescentis nobilissimi, paulo ex ante ex epulo magnificentissimo famem 
 illam veterem tuam non expleras? Quem accumbere atratum videras?99 

Here Cicero implies that the cooks and the food preparation area are within sight of the 

meal itself, and that even upper-class youths—who are not invited to such banquets—

would be able look on from a vantage point “among the cooks.”  That is, the food 

preparation zone is so closely joined with the Feasting Place that they are visually linked

—not only are pueri able to look upon the feasters, but the feaster must also be able to 

see the kitchen area.  The result of the visual link is the assumption that onlookers would 

be able to become acculturated to appropriate feasting practices.100  Thus for Cicero, the 

Feasting Place involves not only the eating zone itself, but also the associated space for 

food preparation; cooks, servants, and onlookers are environmental cues.
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V. Romans attending a civic feast

 At the mention of onlookers, the time comes to turn our attention away from the 

fixed- and semifixed-feature elements towards the nonfixed-feature elements of a civic 

Feasting Place in Roman society.  The very nature of a civic feast implies (contra 

Cicero’s argument in his defense of Lucius Murena) that it is more than simply an 

invitation of one’s friends to dinner.  As Seneca writes:

 nemo se stabularii aut cauponis hospitem iudicate nec convivam dantis epulum, 
 ubi dici potest: “Quid enim in me contulit? Nempe hoc, quod et in illum vix bene 
 notum sibi et in illum etiam inimicum ac turpissimum hominem. Numquid enim 
 me dignum iudicavit? Morbo suo morem gessit!101

Those who attend an epulum, then, do not necessarily move in the same social circles.  

Nor does anyone invited to such an event assume that he is there because of a personal 

connection to the host.  Rather, he is invited because of social conventions.  Often, as in 

the case of triumphal feasts or the feasts given by the members of the First Triumvirate, 

thousands of people attended.  Similarly at funeral feasts for famous statesmen, the event 

took on a size and importance which belied its purpose as a family celebration.  Shortly 

after the passage quoted above in his censure of Vatinius, Cicero provides some key 

insight into not only the location of a civic feast, but also the scale: Cum tot hominum 

milia accumberent, cum ipse epuli dominus, Q. Arrius, albatus esset, tu in templum 

Castoris te cum C. Fibulo atrato ceterisque tuis furiis funestum intulisti.102  If “so many 

thousands” were reclining to dine at a funeral feast, there is no way that the the temple of 
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Castor and Pollux itself could have provided sufficient room for the Feasting Place.  

Therefore, it likely either took place in front of the temple on temporary couches, or 

many attendants were in fact not laying down and Cicero’s use of accumberent was 

simply a generalization of convivial terminology, or both.  Civic feasts with attendance in 

the thousands seem to have been relatively common among the larger cities of the Roman 

empire as well.  In a letter to Trajan, Pliny the Younger asks for guidance on when to 

break up large-scale public events:

 Qui virilem togam sumunt vel nuptias faciunt vel ineunt magistratum vel opus 
 publicum dedicant, solent totam bulen atque etiam e plebe non exiguum numerum 
 vocare binos denarios vel singulos dare.  Quod an celebrandum et quatenus putes, 
 rogo scribas.  Ipse enim sicut arbitror, praesertim ex sollemnibus causis, 
 concendendas iussisti invitationes, ita vereor, ne ii, qui mille homines, interdum 
 etiam plures vocant, modum excedere et in speciem dianomes incidere 
 videantur.103

Pliny has experienced large civic gatherings often enough to form an opinion of which 

are acceptable and which are not.   If this occurred infrequently enough then Pliny would 

not feel the need to ask Trajan what to do the next time one happened.  Therefore, as 

often as a civic feast might be comprised of only the Augustales or decurions of a town, 

celebrations sometimes took place on a very large scale as well.  It is perhaps 

unsurprising that Pliny would be worried about these kinds of events not only because of 

the money being handed out, but also because of the (drunken) disorder that becomes a 

very real possibility when such gatherings are combined with generous amounts of drink.  

The rowdiness of Roman feasts had become proverbial to such an extent that by the 
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fourth century AD Christian writers used it as their primary argument for combining the 

sober Christian hierarchy to the Roman municipal government.104

 The very question of how thousands of people could take part in a celebration like 

the funeral feast at the Temple of the Dioscuri shows that that space must have been a 

concern.  Given the limitations inherent in dining within a city the couches of Roman 

antiquity are spatially inefficient for a sufficiently well-attended event.  Alternative 

means of seating may have therefore been required for large-scale dining if for no other 

reason than practical considerations.  Beyond practicalities, Romans also responded to 

social motivations by creating multiple forms of dining experience during the same event.  

The Amiternum relief presents an interesting opposition between standard and atypical 

convivial representations: One the first half, a group of diners recline on couches around 

a three-legged table; the second half depicts seated diners around a similar table while 

two servants moving between the groups.  The placement of these servants makes it 

unlikely that the relief depicts two individual vignettes separated by space or time.  It is 

rather more likely that the scene should be taken as a single event separated thematically 

in the relief.  The difference in visual effect between the recliners and the sitters is 

marked, and Dunbabin rightly identifies the separation between the two groups as the 

“central message of the relief.”105  That is, the posture taken up by those in the relief 

shows clear distinctions of status: some are allowed to recline and others are not, despite 
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their presence in the same place.  On the strength of the imagery of the Amiternum relief, 

it is plausible to conclude that while some diners might recline according to customary 

elite practices, less luxurious seating would be provided for any number of others in the 

same Place. 

 Bench seating is significantly more space-efficient and may have been used to 

feed the more numerous—and by implication, lower class—groups in those events for 

which they were provisioned.    Known civic feasts appear to parallel this practice, as for 

instance in an inscription from Corfinum in which the unknown donor gave an additional 

monetary gift to those who attended a banquet: Item dedit decurionibus discumbentibus et 

liberis eorum sing. HS XXX, sevir(is) Aug. | vescent(ibus) sing. HS XX, plebei universae 

epulantibus sing. HS VIII.106   As discussed at the beginning of the paper,  it is not 

possible to ascertain the semantic distinctions between feasting terminology on a 

universal level.  This inscription in particular, however, makes a clear distinction between 

the practice of the decurions and their sons, the Augustales, and the plebs at large.  Since 

a change in the amount of money given to each diner at the feast changes along with their 

dining style—discumbentes get 30 sesterces, vescentes 20, and epulantes 8—it seems 

likely that these terms represent differences not only in the posture and status of the 

invitees but also the quality of their dining experience and perhaps of their food as well.  

A sizable group of the inscriptions related to civic feasts compiled by Donahue show 
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some sort of distinction between groups.107  Interestingly, with the exception of one from 

Spain, all of the socially-differentiating inscriptions (listed in the footnotes below) come 

from municipal Italy.   It is never possible to discount accidents of preservation, but this 

statistic appears to have some significance, perhaps indicating that the social culture of 

Imperial Italy was particularly interested in social distinction.  Such a notion has very 

close parallels in private convivial contexts in the Roman world, in which Romans 

“claimed for themselves (and ascribed to others) particular locations within the 

hierarchies of gender and status” by means of dining posture.108  After all, D’Arms 

writes, “when the powerful individual invites others to share in the consumption of food, 

commensalism instantly acquires political dimensions, and the communal meal functions 

simultaneously as an instrument of social harmony [...] and as a mechanism of social 

control [...].”109  Given that Italy was the political center of the empire, it is possible that 

the people were more interested in social distinctions due to a higher proportion of people 

active in the social-political environment.  The reasons behind the distinction just 

described remain firmly within the realm of speculation.  The phenomenon itself, 

however, is a definite reality in the epigraphic landscape of Imperial Italy.

 Social differentiation is also present in civic feasts on a broader level in the 

exclusion of certain groups from feasting entirely, as Donahue has already pointed out in 
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his book on civic feasting.  Of the 316 convivial inscriptions collected in his book, a 

dinner is given “to both the sexes” (utriusque sexus) only eight times, six of them in Italy 

and two in Spain.  This would seem to indicate that the default attendance to a feast was 

adult male citizens only, even when a dinner is given to the people at large.  “The irony of 

the arrangement is particularly striking, of course, when we recall that, just like men, 

wealthy women were expected to provide meals as well as all sorts of other benefits to 

their communities,” he writes.110

 It seems to have been more remarkable when a public feast was devoid of social 

stratification.  The poet Statius wrote a number of poems in praise of Domitian, an 

emperor who had a particular fondness for putting on elaborate dinners at state 

expense.111  As part of his encomium to Domitian on the event of an imperial banquet, 

Statius proclaims that una vescitur omnis ordo mensa, parva, femina, plebs, eques, 

senatus.112  The majesty of the emperor, Statius claims, is so great that he can overcome 

the divisiveness of class distinctions to bring the entire Roman community together at 

table.  History shows that anything written in praise of the emperor Domitian must be 

taken with a considerable pile of salt, however, especially since a nearly equal number of 

stories of Domitian’s paranoid brutality permeate literary and historical records.  

Nevertheless, the more over the top the praise, the more likely the event was something 

out of the ordinary.  Statius’ use of the dinner as an outstanding example of Domitian’s 
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power only serves to underline the fact that most Romans of the time had an expectation 

that civic feasts excluded and classified ordines.  Therefore differentiation, whether 

through physical cues such as posturing, or spatial cues such as inclusion or exclusion 

from attendance, had a role as an environmental cue in the creation of a Feasting Place.  

The reality is that Domitian’s dinners likely did little to enamor him to the people he 

invited.  Dio Cassius tells a famous story of a feast at which Domitian put the fear of 

death into all who were in attendance, and Pliny the Younger would later lambast 

Domitian for his love of expensive state dinners in the Panegyric of Trajan.113

 The exceptional nature of the all-inclusive feast marks the socially-discriminating 

instance as expected.  It follows that people were often excluded from participating in a 

civic feast.  The evidence shows, however, that in many cases those who were not invited 

to dine in public were still present in the Feasting Place as spectators.  An inscription 

from second-century Spoletium commemorates the dedication of an endowment in the 

name of C. Torasius so that the decurions might dine in public every year (omnibus annis 

decuriones in publico | cenarent) and that all of the citizens present might receive a cash 

handout (municipes praesentes acciperent aeris octonos).114  Handouts of a variety of 

types are abundant in descriptions of civic feasts in the Roman empire to such a degree 

that they became stereotypical.  In another letter the younger Pliny complained of cash 

passed out in basilicas “as openly as if they were triclinia.”115  These handouts were a 
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way of ensuring that those uninvited to dinner were still present to view the meal as it 

took place, with those dining thereby gaining public influence and (re-)enforcing the 

social hierarchy.  As Slater puts it, “Nor were the benefactors shy about their role, since it 

was only by such open distributions that they could convince the community of their 

generosity.”116  Civic feasting, then, was as much about being seen as it was about being 

a participant.  A hendecasyllabic inscribed on the side of a statue base from Ferentinum 

reveals that being seen as a benefactor was important to the Romans putting on civic 

feasts, even if those viewing it may have been invited rather than looking on the outside.  

The verse admonishes the municeps not to be tardy to the feast (or, it is implied, they 

might not get anything).117   Mommsen assumed that this seems to have been a handout 

rather than a dinner, although that does not seem to be as likely without further proof.118  

Since the inscription to which this verse belongs is hopelessly broken, that proof is 

unlikely to be forthcoming.  Regardless of whether the audience was watching from 

within or without the feast, our mental list of environmental cues of a Feasting Place must 

be expanded to allow for not only the diners and their furnishings but cooks and 

onlookers as well, even if they are provided only a brief glimpse as they line up for their 

handout.
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VI. Romans reading cues and understanding Place

 Cicero’s censure of Vatinius above also reveals the very process of habitualization 

that our human-environment interaction model uses to prescribe appropriate behavior for 

a given culture in a given environment.  Vatinius uncouthly wears black to a funeral feast, 

and Cicero indignantly asks whether he has ever been to a banquet of any kind.  That is, 

he considers it a sign of incompetence that an adult Roman does not have a developed 

sense of how to appear at a funeral banquet.  For this to be a legitimate criticism, it would 

be necessary that, while children may not be invited to participate at such an event, they 

are afforded opportunities to learn appropriate behavior before they are expected by 

society to perform it themselves.  As if he was aware of our model of placemaking, 

Cicero’s accusation implies that all Romans were expected to have undergone a process 

of enculturation to internalize appropriate action.  Further, he also identifies an important 

aspect of the environmental-behavior model: human behavior within a space is as much a 

part of placemaking as the physical environment itself.  In this case, the behavior takes 

the form of appropriate dress.  Vatinius does not fit in with what Cicero and the rest of the 

attendees inhabiting the Feasting Place know to be appropriate behavior, and thereby 

marks himself out as “other.”  For Cicero, Vatinius’ inability to appropriately embody the 

Place into which he is moving—one of feasting rather than mourning—makes a larger 

statement about his inability to act as a Roman. Vatinius does not follow the correct 

procedure in spite of the fact that he should know it.  As a result, he proves himself 

incompetent in the eyes of Cicero.
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 If Romans are able to “read” appropriate behavior in environmental cues, they are 

equally capable of recognizing when the cues do not match up with expected behavior.  

Again Cicero comes to our aid.  In his defense of Lucius Murena, Cicero relates the story 

of Quintus Tubero:

 Fuit eodem ex studio vir eruditus apud patres nostros et honestus homo et nobilis, 
 Q. Tubero. Is, cum epulum Q. Maximus P. Africani, patrui sui, nomine populo 
 Romano daret, rogatus est a Maximo ut triclinium sterneret, cum esset Tubero 
 eiusdem Africani sororis filius. Atque ille, homo eruditissimus ac Stoicus, stravit 
 pelliculis haedinis lectulos Punicanos et exposuit vasa Samia, quasi vero esset 
 Diogenes Cynicus mortuus et non divini hominis Africani mors honestaretur. [...] 
 Huius in morte celebranda graviter tulit populus Romanus hanc perversam 
 sapientiam Tuberonis, itaque homo integerrimus, civis optimus, cum esset L. 
 Pauli nepos, P. Africani, ut dixi, sororis filius, his haedinis pelliculis praetura 
 deiectus est.119

In short, Tubero’s own philosophical leanings laid the groundwork for his political defeat.  

Not only therefore did the Romans have an assumption of what such a dinner should look 

like in terms of its furnishings, they also had expectations for the quality of the 

production as well.  More importantly, the dinner celebrating the death of the famous 

Africanus—an event which, even if it occurred in public was not open to the public at 

large—was was sufficiently in view of the voting populace to influence their decision 

come election day.  Valerius Maximus underlines this point in his paraphrase of the 

Tubero anecdote when he says that “quocirca urbs, non unius convivii numerum sed 

totam se in illis pelliculis iacuisse credens, ruborem epuli suffragiis suis vindicavit.”120
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 In order for Roman society to develop expectations about what a public feast 

should look like it must first provide mechanisms for placemaking.  In other words, since 

numerous inscriptions refer to feasts taking place publice or with high enough attendance 

to render indoor dining impossible, spaces which were normally not associated with 

eating would need to be temporarily made so.  Evidence reveals that the Romans were 

ready, willing, and able to assign different activities and behaviors to the same space 

across a range of times.  For instance Cicero, as a summary point of the Tubero story, 

points out that “odit populus Romanus privatam luxuriam, publicam magnificentiam 

diligit; non amat profusas epulas, sordis et inhumanitatem multo minus; distinguit 

rationem officiorum ac temporum, vicissitudinem laboris ac voluptatis.”121  Here Cicero 

shows that the populus Romanus possesses the ability to distinguish between times in 

which it is appropriate to engage in otium—even lavish displays in public—because of 

the specific time and context in which the activity takes place.  The distinction between 

the negotium of regular public life and the otium of private life and festivals is a well-

established dichotomy in the Roman cultural consciousness.122  Likewise an inscription 

containing the “code of conduct” for the college of priests of Diana and Antinous at 

Lanuvium urges: “si quis quid queri aut referre volte, in conventu referat, ut quieti e[t] | 

hilares diebus sollemnibus epulemur.”123  On dies sollemnes, business is not supposed to 

be done in order to properly celebrate and those wishing to conduct business must return 
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at a different time.  In this short admonishment the priests reveal that they see their 

meeting space as consisting of (at least) two sets of appropriate behaviors—two Places—

depending on the circumstances of the meeting.  Clearly, then, the Romans were at least 

capable of differentiating between Places, each with their appropriate decor, context, and 

behavior.

 In this way even a space with no clear structural purpose such as a portico could 

become a Feasting Place given the right set of cues and expectations.  Yet if the cues 

involved are ambiguous—which they can often be, given the relative permanence of 

fixed-feature elements124— it is necessary to have redundancies.  Sufficient cues or other 

means must be provided so that Romans would be able to anticipate what Place he or she 

might interact with at any given time.  One mechanism for narrowing the possibilities is 

by means of socially-enforced temporal organization—i.e., a calendar.  As Donahue 

argues, “the annual calendar was important because it simultaneously created and 

fulfilled the expectation for feasting at fixed times of the year for the Roman populace or 

segments thereof.”125  In a sense, the public municipal inscriptions announcing annual 

feasts perform the same latent function as a calendar.  If Romans come to expect that at 

certain knowable times a given place will be transformed into another, they will be more 

ready, able, and willing to receive environmental cues about behavior and (inter-)act 

accordingly.  Still, a calendar can only have a limiting or reinforcing effect on Place.  For 

example, imagine a hypothetical situation where a Roman mistakenly assumes it is the 
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day of a civic feast when it is actually the day before.  When he arrives to the appropriate 

space, not all of the environmental cues he is expecting will be present; perhaps the venue 

is still in the process of being set up, or no one is there at all.  The disconnect between 

cues and expectations will force him to re-evaluate which Place he is currently in.  

Environmental cues are still of absolute importance in defining Place.

   The corollary of Romans having different expected behaviors assigned to 

different Places is the actual presence of different behaviors in the same place.  The story 

of Domitian’s all-black dinner is an excellent example.  The emperor prepared a room 

which was pitch black on the interior, and beside each couch he set a gravestone with the 

guests’ names.  The servants were dressed and painted like ghosts and all of the food 

presented at the banquet was food normally given in sacrifice to the dead.  Each of the 

attendees was in constant fear for his life, to the extent that it was generally called 

Domitian’s funeral banquet.  Domitian alone ate jovially, as is appropriate at a civic 

feast.126  Those in attendance at this feast were unsettled precisely because the cues did 

not match up with their culturally-habitualized expectations of such a Place.  As a result, 

their behavior did not match up with what should have been appropriate in a Feasting 

Place.  Domitian realized that he could take advantage of the expectations of his invitees, 

and completely reversed the visual cues.  By manipulating the difference between 

expected and actual behavior within a Feasting Place, he underlined his singular power 

over the citizens of Rome.127
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 The notion of ancient Romans conceiving of a single space as multiple Places 

goes beyond theory.  The evidence put forward by Cicero and the Priests of Diana and 

Antinous suggests that they in fact regularly did so at various levels of social life.  For 

Cicero, a misunderstanding of environmental cues suggests that his opponent is 

incompetent, and therefore unworthy of being treated seriously in courts or in politics.  

For the priests at Lanuvium, the appropriate behavior of their given Place dictates 

whether business can be conducted.  It is by means of this environmental communication 

that the Romans celebrating the funeral of Publius Licinius mentioned earlier could 

expect a banquet after seeing that couches had been set up throughout the entire 

Forum.128 In sum, the definition of Place had great social importance to the Romans, and 

there were serious social ramifications for deviating from the habitualized, expected 

behaviors.
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VII. Conclusion

 In the broader context of Roman cultural studies, this investigation into Roman 

civic feasting yields a number of useful conclusions.  Civic feasts have been studied 

closely as social and political phenomena129 but due to the scattered nature of the 

evidence, the how of the civic feast has been ignored.  This paper is an attempt to fill in 

that gap.  More importantly, however, the Feasting Place presents an excellent case study 

in an argument for shifting the discussion of meaning in the built environment away from 

design and toward behavior.  Through careful investigation of archaeological, 

architectural, epigraphic, literary, and visual evidence, the picture of how Romans 

conceived of a Feasting Place becomes clearer.  Unlike structures designed for smaller-

scale conviviality, the spaces which became Feasting Places in the Roman world were not 

designed specifically for conviviality.  Consider the number of inscriptions marking out 

the provision of a feast in honor of the dedication of another space or a statue within a 

pre-existing space.130  Whereas Pescennius put up a portico—a structure which does not 

have any specifically convivial connotations—with the intention of putting on a feast, as 

marked out by the attached kitchen.131  When the time came to mark out the design of a 

space which could be used as a Feasting Place for town magistrates, Pescennius did not 

choose a large triclinium but rather the less convivially-associated portico.
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129 Especially by Donahue, Roller, D’Arms, and Dunbabin.
130 86 of the 316 inscriptions in Donahue’s collection refer to a feast given at the dedication of either a 
space or a statue.
131 CIL 9.2629 = ILS 5419. Cf. supra n70.



 This fact underlines what has been shown at numerous above: Spaces do not have 

meaning; only Places have a meaning as defined by behavior.  Architecture itself is not 

enough to create a Feasting Place in the mind of a Roman.  Much of what made a 

Feasting Place in the Roman World came from room decoration, furniture, time, and the 

arrangement and activity of people within a space.  These are precisely the aspects of a 

Roman site which are most likely to be archaeologically or architecturally invisible.  

Granted, civic feasts are a particularly temporal phenomenon when compared to some 

other aspects of civic life in the Roman world.  It is likely that the day-to-day workings of 

a basilica in which court cases were heard would be much more greatly represented in its 

architecture vis-à-vis its Place than civic feasts were.  Nevertheless, this study has not 

only shown the manner in which civic feasts were conceived of in Roman society but 

also a larger point about the importance of treating Place and not Space as the bearer of 

meaning.  Romans behaved in certain ways in certain Places because of so much more 

than walls and a floor.  Future studies of meaning in the Roman built environment would 

do well to keep this in mind.
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Appendix A: Epigraphic Evidence Indexed by Subject

Publice/ In 
Publico

Kitchen/
Menu

Outdoor 
Location

Urban 
Location

Status 
Differentiation

Triclinia

1 X

2 X

3 X X

4 X

5 X

6 X X

7 X

8 X

9 X

10 X X

11 X

12 X X

13

14 X X

15 X

16 X

17 X

18 X X

19 X

20 X
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Publice/ In 
Publico

Kitchen/
Menu

Outdoor 
Location

Urban 
Location

Status 
Differentiation

Triclinia

21 X

22 X

23 X

24 X
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Appendix B: Selected Cited Inscriptions

1. CIL 2.1074

 Q. Cornelio Quir. Gallo | quam testamento suo | sportulis datis decurio|nibus poni 
 i(ussit). Cornelia Prisca, | soror et heres, | datis sportulis decurionib(us) | et de suo 
 dato epulo | pleb(ei) et ordini ponendam | curavit.

2. CIL 2.1956 = ILS 5512

 Iunia D. f. Rutica, sacerdos | perpetua et prima in municipio Cartimitan[o], | 
 porticus public(as) vetustate corruptas refecit, solum | balinei dedit, vectigalia 
 publica vindicavit, signum | aereum Martis in foro posuit, porticus ad balineu[m] | 
 [so]lo suo cum piscina et signo Cupidinis epulo dato | [et] spectaculis editis d(e) 
 p(ecunia) s(ua) d(ono) d(edit), statuas sibi et C Fabio | [Iu]niano f. su ab ordine 
 Cartimitanorum decre[tas | remis]sa impensa, item statuam C. Fabio Fabiano viro 
 suo | d(e) p(ecunia) s(ua) f(ecit) d(edicavitque).

3. CIL 6.2273 = ILS 3183

 Fedimus condit|or sacrari Veneris | Chendies cum po|rticum et cocina|torium 
 costitui | et ente donavi.

4. CIL 6.33885 = ILS 7214 (excerpt only)

 ll.8-10: [Placere] item, uti k(al.) Ian. strenuam [sic] (Denarii 5) ex arca n(ostra) a 
 curatoribus n(umero) IIII sui cuiusq(ue) | [anni et m]ustacium et palma et carica et 
 pir[a] ...osch... [darentur].

5. CIL 9.23

 [—] Tuccio M. f. Fab Ceri[al]i, | [e]xornato eq. publ. a sacratissi|mo principe 
 Hadriano Aug., | pat(ron). m. IIIIvir., | aed(il)., item aed(il). Brundisi, | M. Tuccius 
 Augazo, | optimo ac piissimo filio, ob cuius | memoriam promisit municipib(us) 
 Rudin(ensis) | HS (80,000), ut ex reditu eorum die natalis | f. sui omnibus annis 
 viscerationis | nomine dividatur decur(ionibus) sing. HS (20), | Augustalibus HS 
 (12), Mercurialib(us) HS (10), | item populo viritim HS (8). | L(oco) d(ato) 
 d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).
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6. CIL 9.2629 = ILS 5419

 [—Pes]cennius Q. f. Ga[—| IIIvi]r. i. d., pro cena IIIIvi[rali | Ge]nio aedem 
 portic(um), culi[nam | re]ficiund(am) curavit, eidem p[robavit].

7. CIL 9.3160 = ILS 6530

 [—asa—] Corfiniensium sacer[doti—] | pont., curator. kalendar. rei public., aedil., 
 praef.  IIIIvir. i. d., | Huius propter morum graven patientiam maximamque 
 verecundiam | splendidissimus ordo consentiente populo tabulas patrocinales 
 aheneas | liberisq(ue) eius offerri censuerunt. Qui accepto honore statim | 
 splendidissimum ordinem liberosq(ue) et coniuges eorum sed et populum public. | 
 epulantes maximo cum gaudio exhilaravit. Huius obmerita | ordo populusque 
 Corfiniensium | remunerandam adfectionem quem [sic] in singulos universos 
 cives suos exhibuit | liberisque eius equestris dignitatis pueris ex pecunia publica 
 poni censuerunt. | Cuius ob dedicationem obtulit decurionibus et universo populo 
 HS (50,000), | que Mammiana vocentur, ex cuius summae usuris die natalis eius 
 VII id. Febrar. | divisionem percipere possint. Quod si die praestituto condicioni 
 paritum non fuerit, | tunc eius diei divisio ad Sulmonensium civitatem pertinere 
 debebit. Item dedit | decurionibus discumbentibus et liberis eorum sing. HS (30), 
 sevir(is) Aug. | vescent(ibus) sing. HS (20), plebei universae epulantibus sing. HS 
 (8). L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).

8. CIL 9.4215

 dedicata III  Kal. Iul. | Urso et Polemio c[o]nss., | ob cuius dedicatione(m) | dedit 
 plebi urbane | ad aepulum convivii | panem et vinum tauros II [..2..] | verbeces 
 XV, praeterea et | arcae eorum folles n. [..2..], | ex quorum usuris per [singu]|los 
 annos convivium [de]dicationis sib[i] exsibeant [sic].

9. CIL 9.4691

 Fundiolio Gemino | VI vir. Aug., mag. iuv., | Augustales | pat(ron). et qq. pp. | 
 optime merito. | Hic arcae Augustalium se vivo | HS (20,000) dedit, ut ex reditu 
 eius summae | die natali suo IIII k(al). Febr. | praesentes vescerentur, | et ob 
 dedicationem statuae | decurionib(us) et seviris et iuvenib(us) sportulas | et populo 
 epulum et oleum | eadem die dedit.
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10. CIL 9.4971 = ILS 6560.

 Cocceia L. f. Vera m [—] | ita ut ex usura eius summa[e—] | III non. Mar. die 
 natali eiu[s decuriones] | in publico decem trichilini[s—] | et sevirales duobus 
 trichili[nis epularentur].

11. CIL 9.5841.

 L. Praesentio L. f. | Lem. Paeto | L. Attio Severo, | Praef. coh. I Afr. | c. r., eq. 
 iudici selecto ex | V dec., pr(aet). Auximi, patron. col., | aedil., IIvir Anconae, | 
 Vibia L. f. Marcella, | fl. August. [sic], | marito omnibus exem|plis de se bene 
 merito | et in dedic(atione) statuae | cenam colon(is) et epul(um) pop(ulo) ded(it). | 
 L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).

12. CIL 10.114 = ILS 6469

 M’. Megonio M’. F. | Cor. Leoni | aed(ili), IIIIvir. leg(is) Cor(ornelii), | quaest(or) 
 pec(uniae) p(ublicae), | patrono municipi, | Augustales patrono | ob merita eius. | 
 L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).

 (on the side) Kaput ex testamento. | Hoc amplius rei p(ublicae) Petelinorum dari 
 volo | (HS 10,000), item vineam Caedicianam cum | Partem [sic] fundi pompeiani 
 ita uti optima maxi|[—] maq. sunt finibus suis qua mea fuerunt. Volo au|tem ex 
 usuris semissibus (HS 10,000) comparari August|talium loci ad instrumentum 
 tricliniorum du|um, quod eis me vibo tradidi, candelabra et lucerna[s] | bilychnes 
 arbitrio Augustalium, quo facilius strati[o]|nibus publicis obire possint. Quod 
 ipsum ad utilitate[m] | rei  p(ublicae) pertinere existimavi, facilius subituris onus 
 Augu[s]|talitatis, dum hoc commodum ante oculos habent. | Ceterum autem 
 temporum usura semisse (HS 10,000) ad instr[u]|mentum Augustalium arbitrio 
 ipsorum esse volo qu[o] | facilius munus meum perpetuum conservare possint | 
 neque in alios usus usuras quas ita a re p(ublica) acceperint tra|ferri volo quam si 
 necesse fuerit in pastinationem.  | Vineam quoq(ue) cum parte fundi Pompeiani sic 
 ut su|pra dixi hoc amplius Augustalibus loci dar[i] | volo. Quam vineam vobis, 
 Augustales, idcirco dari | volo que est Aminea, ut si cogitationi meae, qua        
 pro|spexisse me utilitatibus vestris credo, conseneritis, | vinum usibus vestris, 
 dumtaxat cum publice epulas ex|ercebitis, habere possitis. Hoc  autem nomine 
 relevati in|pendis facilius prosilituri hi qui ad munus Augustalit[a]tios 
 conpellentur. [—] Locati vineae partis Pompeiani vin[e]|am colere poterint. Haec 
 ita ut cavi fieri praestariqu[e] | volo.  Hoc amplius ab heredibus meis volo 
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 praestar[i] | rei p(ublicae) Petelinorum et a re p(ublica) Petelinorum corpori 
 Au|gustalium ex praedis ceteris meis palum ridica[m] | omnibus annis sufficiens 
 pedaturae vineae | quam Augustalibus legavi.

 (on the left side) [A v]obis autem, Augustales, peto hanc voluntatem | meam ratam 
 habeatis et ut perpetua forma obser|vetis curae vestrae mandetis. Quo facilius 
 autem | nota sit corpori vestro haec erga vos voluntatem, | totum loco kaput quod 
 ad vestrum honorem perti|net.

13. CIL 10.5844 = ILS 6270

 L. [P]acuvio L. f. Pol. | Severo, [IIII]viro aedil. pot., IIIIviro | [i. d., I]IIIvir quinq. 
 censor. | [potest., pontif]ici, praef. favr., | [—]tium prim. | [—]ori pr. |         
 [—pe] regrini | [—]p. [d]ecur. | [—]t | —].

 (On the side) Mulsum curstula, municeps, | petenti | in sextam tibi di[v]identur 
 hora[m]: | [de] te tardior au[t] piger quereri[s].

14. CIL 10.6073 = ILS 6284.

 [—] | magiseri I(ovi) o(ptimi) m(aximi) p. d. m. | s(ua) p(ecunia) p(osuit), cuius 
 dedicat (ione) | decur(ionibus) in luc(o) publice | vescentib(us) sing. HS (20) | 
 dedit. L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).

15. CIL 11.6014 = ILS 6645

 L. Dentusio L. f. Pap. | Proculino, eq. publ., | curat(or). kal. Tif. Mat. da|[t]o a[b] 
 impp. Seve[r]o et An|[t]onino Augg., aed(il)., IIIIvir., | fl., aug(ur)., pa[t]ron. | coll. 
 cent., IIIIIIviri Aug. | et plebs urb. ob pleraq(ue) | merita eius, patron. | Cuius 
 dedicatione dec(urionibus) | (HS 12), sevir(is) et pleb(eis) (HS 8), | cum pane et 
 vino dedit. | L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).

16. CIL 11.6360

 C. Aufidio C. f Cam. | Vero, pont. q(uaest.), IIvir qq., | plebs urbana ob merit(a) 
 eius | ex aere conlato, cuius dicatione [sic] | dedit decurionibus sing. HS (40), | 
 Augustalibus HS (20), plebei HS (12), adiecto | pane et vino, item oleum in 
 balneis. L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto) d(ecurionum).
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17. CIL 14.2112 = ILS 7212 (excerpts only)

 ll. 14-15: Magistri cenarum ex ordine albi facti qu[oqu]o ordine homines quaterni 
 ponere  debeb[unt]: | vini boni amphoras singulas, et panes a[ssium] II qui 
 numerus collegi fuerit, et sardas [nu]mero quattuor, strationem, caldam cum 
 ministerio.

 l. 24: Item placuit, si quis quid queri aut referre volet, in conventu referat, ut 
 quieti e[t] | hilares diebus sollemnibus epulemur.

18. CIL 14.2793 = ILS 5449.

 Veneri Verae felici Gabinae. | A. Plutius Epaphroditus, accens(us) velat(us), 
 negiotiator sericarius, templum cum | signo aereo effigie Veneris item signis aeris 
 n(umero quattuor) dispositis in zothecis, et | balbis aereis et aram aeream et omni 
 cultu a solo sua pecunia fecit. Cuius ob | dedicationem divisit decurionibus sing. 
 (HS 20), item seviris Aug. sing (HS 12), item taber|naris intra murum 
 negotiantibus (HS 4), et HS (10,000) rei publ(icae) Gabinor(um) intulit, ita ut ex | 
 usuris eiusdem summae quod annis IIII k(al). Octobr., die natalis Plutiae Verae | f. 
 suae, decur(iones) et (se)viri() Aug(ustales) publice in triclinis suis epulentur; 
 quod si | facere neglexserint, [sic] tunc ad mnicipium Tusculanor(um) HS 
 (10,000) pertineant, | quae confestim exigantur. L(oco) d(ato) d(ecreto)  
 d(ecurionum). | Dedicata idibus Mais L. Venuleio Aproniano II, L. Sergio Paullo 
 II, cos.

19. CIL 14.3002 = ILS 5916

 M. Saufeius M. f. Rutilius, | C. Saufeius C. f. Flacus | q(uaestores), | culinam 
 f(aciendam) d(e) s(enatus) s(ententia) c(uraverunt), eisdem|q(ue) locum emerunt 
 de | L. Tondeio L. f. Publicum | est longu p(edes) (148.5) | latum af muro ad | L. 
 Tondei vorsu(m) p(edes) (16).

20. AE 1973.127

 Octavia M. f. Gamalae | portic(um) poliend(am) | et sedeilia faciun(da) | et 
 culina(m) tegend(am) | D(eae) B(onae) curavit.
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21. AE 1980.216

 Flacceia A. l. Lais | Orbia [mulieris] l. Lais | Cominia M. l. Philocaris | Venturia 
 Q. l. Thais | culinam Veneri de suo | fecerunt loco | precario.

22. AE 1993.713

 C. Praeconius P. f. | Ventilius Magnus, | eq. R., hortulorum | haec iugera XXXV 
 ita ut | reditus eorum in cenis ibe [sic] | consumerentur sodalibus suis, quique ab 
 iis | supstituerentur, in perpetuom [sic] legavit. | Livia Benigna cum eo est, | ceu 
 fuit eadem uxsor et nutrix m[.. ca. 7..]. | Haec quaecumque vides, hospes, uicinias 
 fontis | [ante] hac foeda palus tardaque lympha fuit. | [.. ca. 8..]unus litis rixasque 
 perossus | [.. ca. 14..] iudiciumque sibi [.. ca. 5.. |—] T ANOBON.

23. AE 1996.1015

 [possessoribus vici | Aqu?]arum [—] | et vicanis don[averunt] | ad epulum            
 la[c]|um cum suo | [fr]uctu.

24. Camodeca 2006, 282. (See Bibliography)

 L. Domitius Pudens patro|nus pagi Tyriani tabernam | et culinam cocinatoriam | ob 
 honore patronici | pecunia sua a solo | fecit paganis pagi | Tyriani.
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